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a new part of the famous
real-time strategy game.
The game is dedicated to
the battle for Middle-earth

between good and evil.
The game is developed on
the Unreal Engine 3, which
allows you to create grand
battles with hundreds of
units. As the game does
not claim to be an epic

strategy, graphics in the
game, we can say, the
standard for this genre.
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time strategy genre,
developed by the American

company Electronic Arts
Los Angeles and released
on June 10. The game's
release date is February
28, 2006. The sequel to

The Lord of the Rings: The
Battle for Middle-Earth. In
The Battle for Middle-Earth
II, the player takes on the
role of commander of an
army of humans, elves,
dwarves, or forces of

darkness leading an army
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of humans, elves, dwarves,
or forces of darkness

toward Mordor/Barad-dÃ»r.
If victorious, the player

receives experience points
and can upgrade heroes.

The Battle for Middle-Earth
II is available for purchase

on the Microsoft Store
(Windows), Mac OS, PS3

and Xbox 360. Unlike The
Battle for Middle-Earth,

where the game is
essentially a strategy map,

in The Battle for Middle-
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Earth II the player is
directly involved in the

battles that take place on
the map. The game has

the ability to recruit over a
hundred different heroes.
Heroes are differentiated

both by class and by
special skills (e.g. "ice

shock" - freezes the enemy
hero, "fire shock" - sets the
enemy hero on fire). The

game has three large
classes of heroes: Warrior

Heroes. Usually their
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specialization is attack
power, and their special
skills are attacks such as
"fire". Warlock Heroes.

Their typical specialization
is attack and defense skills
like "defense" or "shield".
Mage Heroes. Their typical
specialization is magic and

special skills, such as
"spell" or "ice shock". The
game also allows you to

switch between hero
classes. However, each

class has only two heroes
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